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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

While a third COVID booster shot started rolling out in late September 2021,  and people have

been bullied into getting it, that booster is no different from the 1rst two doses. It's not speci1c

against Omicron, which is rapidly overtaking other variants and currently accounts for 95% of all

COVID cases in the U.S.

A number of studies have already shown that the COVID shots offer very limited protection

against the Omicron variant,  yet the guidance doesn't change. "Get the booster," is the universal

recommendation, but that's like telling everyone to use a Ru vaccine from one or even two

seasons ago. Why take another dose of something that is signi1cantly mismatched to the strains

in circulation?

Omicron Makes Vaccine Mandates Obsolete

As noted by Dr. Luc Montagnier and Jed Rubenfeld, a lawyer, in a January 9, 2022, Wall Street

Journal opinion piece,  "Omicron Makes Biden's Vaccine Mandates Obsolete," there's no evidence

the COVID shots reduce infections from this rapidly spreading variant.

"It would be irrational, legally indefensible and contrary to the public interest for

government to mandate vaccines absent any evidence that the vaccines are effective in

stopping the spread of the pathogen they target," Montagnier and Rubenfeld write, "Yet

that's exactly what's happening here ...

As of Jan. 1, Omicron represented more than 95% of U.S. COVID cases, according to

estimates from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Because some of Omicron's 50 mutations are known to evade antibody protection,

because more than 30 of those mutations are to the spike protein used as an immunogen

by the existing vaccines, and because there have been mass Omicron outbreaks in

heavily vaccinated populations, scientists are highly uncertain the existing vaccines can

stop it from spreading ...

The Supreme Court held in Jacobson v. Massachusetts (1905) that the right to refuse

medical treatment could be overcome when society needs to curb the spread of a

contagious epidemic. At Friday's oral argument, all the [Supreme Court] justices

acknowledged that the federal mandates rest on this rationale.

But mandating a vaccine to stop the spread of a disease requires evidence that the

vaccines will prevent infection or transmission (rather than eXcacy against severe

outcomes like hospitalization or death).

As the World Health Organization puts it, 'if mandatory vaccination is considered

necessary to interrupt transmission chains and prevent harm to others, there should be

suXcient evidence that the vaccine is eXcacious in preventing serious infection and/or

transmission.'  For Omicron, there is as yet no such evidence. The little data we have

suggest the opposite."

COVID Shots Increase Omicron Infection Risk

The pair go on to cite Danish research  showing the Moderna and P1zer mRNA shots have no

statistically positive effect against Omicron infection after just 30 days. Worse, 90 days' post-

injection their effectiveness goes negative, making those who have received the jab more

susceptible to Omicron infection than the unvaccinated.

"Con]rming this negative eXcacy ]nding, data from Denmark and the Canadian province

of Ontario indicate that vaccinated people have higher rates of Omicron infection than

unvaccinated people," Montagnier and Rubenfeld write.

An additional problem is that those who have received the jab are just as contagious as the

unvaccinated, once they get infected. "Preliminary data from all over the world indicate that this

is true of Omicron as well," Montagnier and Rubenfeld note. In a January 10, 2022, CNN interview,

CDC director Dr. Rochelle Walensky actually admitted that "what [the COVID shots] can't do

anymore is prevent transmission."

That ought to close the book on the COVID jab mandates, but no. Government is still insisting

people inject themselves with a risky product that has no hope of controlling, let alone ending,

the pandemic. Montagnier and Rubenfeld continue:

"According to the CDC, the overwhelming majority of symptomatic U.S. Omicron cases

have been mild. The best policy might be to let Omicron run its course while protecting

the most vulnerable, naturally immunizing the vast majority against COVID through

infection by a relatively benign strain."

PCzer to Introduce Omicron-SpeciCc COVID Shot

Vaccine makers are not going to give up their golden goose without a 1ght, though. P1zer is now

saying it will have an Omicron-speci1c shot ready in March 2022,  at which point Americans will

undoubtedly be told to line up for a fourth injection.

“ We can't vaccinate the planet every four or six
months. It's not sustainable or affordable. ~
Professor Andrew Pollard”

Depending on where you live, it might actually be your 1fth dose. Israel, for example, rolled out a

fourth dose of the P1zer shot for certain vulnerable groups at the end of December 2021.

Think about this for a moment. There are people now who have received four mRNA gene

transfer shots within the span of a single year! Let's be clear: That is not a vaccine. Vaccines are

not something you need to keep injecting on a quarterly basis.

And, as professor Andrew Pollard, head of the U.K.'s Committee on Vaccination and Immunization

who helped create the Oxford-AstraZeneca shot, said in a January 3, 2022, Daily Telegraph

interview, "We can't vaccinate the planet every four or six months. It's not sustainable or

affordable."

Deltacron Variant May Be a Lab Contaminant

The idea that Omicron will remain the prevailing variant by the time P1zer gets its updated

injection done seems doubtful. The virus is rapidly mutating, so chances are they're always going

to be one or more variants behind. Aside from limiting the protection you might get from the

shots, that mismatch is also likely to keep driving mutations. In short, trying to "vaccinate" our

way out of this pandemic is a fool's errand.

Already, several different variants have made headlines, including the Ihu variant,  detected in

France, which has 46 genetic mutations and 36 deletions from the original virus, the "Rurona"  —

a combination of the Ru and COVID-19 — initially identi1ed in Israel, and Deltacron, a Delta variant

with an Omicron signature in its genome, detected in Cyprus.

So far, none of these mutations has stirred up any signi1cant concern. According to the World

Health Organization, Ihu is nothing to worry about, and some experts believe the Deltacron

variant may be the result of a lab processing error. As reported by CNBC:

"WHO COVID expert Dr. Krutika Kuppalli said on Twitter that, in this case, there was likely

to have been a 'lab contamination of Omicron fragments in a Delta specimen.'"

Kuppalli also insists there's no such thing as Flurona. CNBC continues:

"Other scientists have agreed that the ]ndings could be the result of a lab error, with

virologist Dr. Tom Peacock from Imperial College London also tweeting that 'the Cypriot

'Deltacron' sequences reported by several large media outlets look to be quite clearly

contamination.'

In another tweet, he noted that 'quite a few of us have had a look at the sequences and

come to the same conclusion it doesn't look like a real recombinant,' referring to a

possible rearrangement of genetic material."

Others are less willing to write off Deltacron altogether. Dr. Boghuma Kabisen Titanji, an

infectious disease expert at Emory University in Atlanta, has noted that the mixing of genetic

material between the two widely circulating strains — Delta and Omicron — is possible.

Recombination can occur, and with both of these strains in circulation, "dual infection with both

variants increases this concern," she tweeted.

The scientist who discovered Deltacron, Leontios Kostrikis, professor of biological sciences at

the University of Cyprus, also defends its existence, saying it is not the result of a technical error.

In an emailed statement to CNBC, Kostrikis stated that the 25 cases of the mutation that he

found "indicate an evolutionary pressure to an ancestral strain to acquire these mutations and not

a result of a single recombination event."

He also said that samples were processed in different labs in more than one country, and that a

genetic sequence deposited by Israeli scientists into a global database has the same genetic

characteristics. Still, Cyprus' health minister, Michael Hadjipantela told a local media outlet that

they have no concerns about Deltacron at the moment, as both strains are already in circulation.

Are Combination Infections on the Rise?

With the emergence of Rurona and Deltacron, we seem to be entering a phase in which dual

infections are emerging. In other words, people are coming down with two viral infections at the

same time. NBC Chicago reports:

"Yes, it's possible for someone to be diagnosed with both `u and COVID at the same time,

doctors say. Cases of people who have tested positive for both viruses, in what has now

been coined '`urona,' have been reported recently. But despite some false portrayals

online, the viruses have not merged to create a new illness.

They remain separate infections. 'Flurona is a thoughtfully-named experience that can in

fact occur. The `u virus and the COVID-19 virus are different enough that they're different

variants and they both can occur at the same time,' said Dr. Mark Loafman, chair of family

and community medicine for Cook County Health."

The question is, will a co-infection result in more severe illness? Experts say it's possible, but not

a given. It's also diicult to discern whether you're 1ghting one or two viruses simultaneously to

begin with. At present, there's no simple way to discern whether you're infected with just one or

two viruses.

Symptoms of Cold, Flu and COVID Overlap

The core symptoms are near-indistinguishable between Ru and COVID:

Fever (which tends to be a little higher when

you have the Ru, compared to COVID

infection) or chills

Muscle or body aches

Cough Shortness of breath

Congestion Headache

"Those are all very, very common for both Ru and COVID and I think for most of us, we wouldn't

really be able to tell the difference," Loafman told NBC Chicago.  Other symptoms commonly

reported with SARS-CoV-2 infection (up to and including Delta), but less frequently with inRuenza,

include:

Loss of taste or smell

Stomach/gastrointestinal pain (which in some cases could be a sign of microclots in the

intestines )

Nausea or vomiting

Diarrhea

The common cold, caused by other coronaviruses, can also mimic COVID, especially infection

with the Omicron variant. With Omicron infection, prominent symptoms include cough,

congestion, runny nose and fatigue.

A key difference in symptomology between Delta and Omicron is that Omicron does not appear to

cause the loss of taste and smell, which often occurs with Delta infection (as with previous

strains). Fortunately, Omicron also does not seem to be associated with blood clots, like previous

strains (especially the initial ones), and it's also far less likely to cause severe lung infection and

damage.

Treat Symptoms Early

Considering the uncertainties around diagnosis, it's best to treat any cold or Ru-like symptoms

early. Unfortunately, mainstream media and federal health authorities still recommend doing

nothing. As reported by NBC Chicago:

"Unless you feel sick enough to seek medical help, Loafman said the guidance doesn't

change ... 'Stay home, stay away from others, and if you're sick enough, if you meet

criteria to need help, then, you know, the clinical setting will sort out which testing to do'

...

The CDC urges those who have or may have COVID-19 to watch for emergency warning

signs and seek medical care immediately if they experience symptoms including:

Trouble breathing

Persistent pain or pressure in the chest

New confusion

Inability to wake or stay awake

Pale, gray, or blue-colored skin, lips, or nail beds, depending on skin tone"

This is beyond terrible advice. At 1rst signs of symptoms, you need to start treatment. Perhaps

it's the common cold or a regular inRuenza, but since it's hard to tell, your best bet is to treat

symptoms as you would COVID. To this day, many who get sick don't have a single remedy in their

medicine cabinet. Why?

Considering how contagious Omicron is, chances are you're going to get it, so buy what you'll

need now, so you have it on hand if/when symptoms arise. And, remember, this applies for those

who have gotten the jab as well, since you're just as likely to get infected — and perhaps even

more so. Early treatment protocols with demonstrated effectiveness include but are not limited to

the following:

The Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance's (FLCCC's) prevention and early at-home

treatment protocol. They also have an in-hospital protocol and long-term management

guidance for long-haul COVID-19 syndrome. You can 1nd a listing of doctors who can

prescribe ivermectin and other necessary medicines on the FLCCC website

The AAPS protocol

Tess Laurie's World Council for Health protocol

America's Frontline Doctors

I reviewed all of these protocols and believe the FLCCC's is the easiest and most effective. I've

posted a summary of it below, with a handful of tweaks. Speci1cally, I recommend:

As most of you know, I've been forced to remove 25 years of free health information from my

website under threats of the technocratic elite.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has 1nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years.

My daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before anywhere

else. After 48 hours the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack. To view

any missed content, a private membership is available for a very minimal amount with a portion

of proceeds going toward our health partners who are helping in the 1ght to protect our freedom

of speech and your right to take control of your health.



Access Dr. Mercola's Censored Library
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The situation is a disaster, we are facing a planned genocide, especially with the jab mandates. It is clear that injections are decreasing

health and increasing illness and death. Frauci's narrative is falling apart. The grave dangers of vaccines and the drastically declining

eicacy rates of “vaccines” shows, once again, how useless vaccine mandates, passports, and other requirements are if the goal is to

“prevent the spread.” The effectiveness of vaccines in some age groups from the third dose is now negative, since all age groups over

18 years are negative again.

This means that the vaccinated are more likely to become infected than the unvaccinated.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/uk-govt-data-suggests-the-vaccinated-are-mor..  (01/10/22). New research suggests that becoming

infected with the omicron variant of the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) can help protect people from the more dangerous delta.

Laboratory tests performed two weeks after patients joined the study showed that antibody levels increased 14-fold in response to the

omicron variant and a 4.4-fold increase against delta.

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10355617/Catching-Omicron-strain-prot..  (12/30/21). Scientists such as Professor Ian Jones, a

virologist at the University of Reading, warn that booster injections are a serious mistake. The evidence is showing that Omicron, being

more contagious but with mild effects on people's health, should mark the path of natural immunity and mark the reality of this false

pandemic as an "endemic situation" comparable to a common cold virus or the Ru. The "vaccines" are proving their

failure...www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10358555/Experts-warn-dishing-fourth-..  (01/04/22)
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The omicron variant of the Wuhan coronavirus is wreaking havoc in heavily vaccinated New York City, crippling both the New

York Police Department and the New York Fire Department. More than 80 percent of the city's adults are fully vaccinated.

www.fox5ny.com/news/highest-rate-of-sick-nypd-oicers-hes-ever-seen-s..  (12/30/21) . The Robert Koch Institute, a research

agency under the German government, found that 96 percent of omicron cases in Germany are among the fully vaccinated.

www.infowars.com/posts/germany-govt-reports-96-of-omicron-cases-are-am..  (12/31/21). Data scientist and Ph.D. dropout

Emily Burns compiled a slew of evidence that she posted to Twitter: “Looking at 10 MOST-VAXED states, and 10 LEAST-VAXED

states, we see that comparing Year-of-Year % change, there is Virtually NO DIFFERENCE …,” Burns tweeted. “Except that NOW, the

10 most-vaxed have nearly 400% HIGHER cases than last year, where 10 LEAST-vaxed, ‘only’ up 112%.”

twitter.com/.../1480934276132745224  (11/01/22) .

Dr. Pierre Kory, founder and president of the FLCCC, on CHD.TV's "Doctors and Scientists," revealed why pro1table and successful

therapies are being censored and asked why the CDC refuses to release critical data . described his frustration with the

crackdown on “good science” about repurposing low-cost drugs, like ivermectin, to treat COVID patients, the importance of early

treatment for COVID, and how Dr. Anthony Fauci and Big Pharma they suppressed information and science about treatment

options. He also criticized what he called "senseless" mass vaccination and censorship of ethical medical practices.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-tv-braian-hooker-pierre-kory-m..  (01/14/22)
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PCzer to Roll Out Omicron Shot in March
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Omicron is rapidly overtaking other SARS-CoV-2 variants and currently accounts for

95% of all COVID cases in the U.S.

)

Research shows current COVID shots cease to provide any protection against

Omicron 30 days’ post-injection, and at 90 days offers negative protection, actually

making you more prone to Omicron infection

)

This effectively makes COVID jab mandates obsolete, yet government and health

authorities are still pushing Americans to get jabbed, and if already jabbed, to get a

third booster

)

P1zer is now saying it will have an Omicron-speci1c shot ready in March 2022, at which point Americans will undoubtedly be told to line up

for a fourth injection

)

Professor Andrew Pollard, head of the U.K.’s Committee on Vaccination and Immunization who helped create the Oxford-AstraZeneca shot,

said in a January 3, 2022, Daily Telegraph interview: “We can’t vaccinate the planet every four or six months. It’s not sustainable or

affordable”
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yes Gui, all the evidence heavily makes a case against the COMMERCIAL entities that advocate MORE vaccination - Pharma has

its priorities planned out - their consumer capitalism endorses their determination to advance their bottom line - they will use any

and all means posiible - legal or illegal - it doesn't matter - as long as the juggernaut continues to accumulate the planet's wealth

at warp speed - their history of felonius activity emphasizes their commtment to their success in this endeavour - they are

relentless and immoral - it is proven time and time again - that we are all being held hostage by these CROOKS and their

deranged ambitions
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Gui, this current disaster is just one more in a long line of Fauci Flu's leading to Fauci Funerals. Since 1976 & on he has been

involved in one scamdemic after another. From the HIV/AID's covered extensively in RFK Jr's book & on for decades it's been one

hyped up pandemic following another, all consolidating his inRuence & control. While the major focus has been on Fauci, we

would be well advised to remember it appears he has 1lled positions throughout the public & private sectors with mini-me

Fauci's, willing to bow and kiss his ring.

A big cog in the wheel of burn, cut or poison "medicine." Yet, it is all the little cogs who keep it all turning too. Big Oil tied to

Big/Wall Street/Legacy Media has been the big dog on the porch forever, it is all being usurped by Big Tech. They are all 1lled

with Fauci & mini-me Fauci Clones. We need to clean house, or Creation will clean it for us...Stan, just one big yes...Local, Local,

Local...Find the positive things we can do that do not feed the Predator$.
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Thanks Gui for you comments. Yesterday you also had very good contribution about the aging. Only today I found an update on

that clock and immunesystem that con1rms what you talked about, and proved it:   It a very recent Dutch study they looked at the

DNA in bloodsamples from 3132 unrelated individuals, aged 18 to 87, and found epigenetic changes in dna, which can turn

genes off or on. They found that T and NK cell activation as a driver of epigenetic clock progression.

Simple said: aging is about the ratio of young and old immune cells, and this controls the clock, and genes. The ability of

epigenetic clocks to predict chronological age involves their ability to detect changes in proportions of naive and activated

immune blood cells, an established feature of immuno-senescence. Our analysis revealed that all four investigated epigenetic

clocks were able to accurately predict age in whole blood and were highly concordant in terms of age prediction. The

investigated clocks can accurately predict age, namely by detecting the ratio between naive and activated T and NK cells in a

sample.

The reduction of naive cells and the accumulation of activated immune cells is a well-established feature of increasing age and

immuno-senescence.  genomebiology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13059-021-02585-8  
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It takes a special kind of idiocy to keep doubling down on measures that are showing results that go so contrary to their billing.

 Years ago I'd have never thunk tabloids such as the Daily Mail would be the only mainstream mass media sources allowed to

print real health news, but there you have it.
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I have noticed that the jabbed are starting to look so much older than before they got it
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Gui; all I can say, at this point, is that their nefarious plans, so far - have been totally successful! Here is the simplest statement

that I can think of: I avoid "covid" and it avoids me. Much ado about nothing! If this insanity is allowed to continue; society will be

gone by the end of this year. There will be nothing left but tyranny.
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Thank you, Stanley, corruption on a grand scale involving death, suffering and a terrible economic crisis. Statistics and

information on vaccine deaths and injuries are suppressed/ignored by the mainstream media, which receives billions of dollars

in advertising from Big Pharma annually or is actually funded by foundations that have roots in the pharmaceutical industry .

While honest statistics and information on vaccine deaths and injuries are suppressed by government in that pharmaceutical

regulatory agencies are run and controlled largely by Big Pharma industry executives, loyalists and lobbyists. P1zer is one of the

largest multinational pharmaceutical companies (drugs and vaccines) on the planet and one of the 1ve largest vaccine

manufacturers.

P1zer has faced hundreds of thousands of lawsuits, in the US alone, for fraudulent marketing and medical injuries caused by its

most pro1table drugs.
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Thanks Just, Joe Biden and Anthony Fauci are longtime Deep State members with such progressive roots that they end up

entangled with the Chinese Communist Party. Biden and Fauci, are guilty of leading mandates that are causing much suffering,

deaths, and a great economic and social crisis, they are corrupt politicians who will not be able to defend or promote the

interests of Americans and must be replaced by serious and honest who defend the constitution and lead the US to a true

democracy where freedom and the rights of people to defend politicians health prevail. During an episode of the Thomas Paine

Podcast, Robert F. Kennedy Jr.

blew the lid on Dr. Anthony Fauci's extensive legacy of fraud and coverups throughout his lengthy medical career in the federal

government. Kennedy explained that Fauci has been a problematic character all throughout his more than 50-year tenure in

public health, during which he operated as a workplace tyrant and ruined the careers of countless physicians and researchers

who, unlike himself, were upstanding and honorable individuals. “Tony Fauci didn’t want the American public to know that he has

poisoned an entire generation of Americans,” Kennedy said, alleging Fauci targeted a whistleblower who was trying to uncover

the blood supply in the country was tainted with deadly strains.

truepundit.com/exclusive-robert-f-kennedy-jr-drops-bombshells-on-dr-fa..  of-americans/
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Thanks Pete.Smith, interesting article, Citing an article in the Journal of Bacteriology & Parasitology , Chestnut noted that “the

Spike protein has deleterious effects on telomerase, disrupting its synthesis. With this activity being inhibited, it takes time for

the inevitable depletion of immune cells to appear.” In other words, the presence of the COVID spike proteins slows down the

body's ability to replenish its natural immune system function. "This may be the characteristic 'gift' of the beak Trojan horse,"

Chestnut wrote. “Any short-lived immune response is fool's gold that supersedes the immune system's ability to replenish itself.

This explains what we are currently observing in Israel.” Chesnut found after reviewing a peer-reviewed scienti1c study and

brie1ng that once the spike proteins in the vaccine actually settle in and start doing what they were designed to do, an injected

person's telomerase is inactivated. Telomerase, in case you're not aware of it, is an enzyme in human DNA that regulates aging.

As the telomeres that encapsulate DNA shorten over time, aging really starts to increase. This would suggest that the injections

are accelerating the aging process...www.infowars.com/posts/covid-spike-proteins-suppress-natural-immune-re..

 www.preprints.org/.../v1  
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Your reRection is very correct, balhawk. Here's a great example: A former CNN and CBS News anchor, Attkisson now produces

her own Sunday TV news show, "Full Measure," as well as two podcasts: "Full Measure After Hours" and "The Sharyl Attkisson

Podcast." in which he covers the kinds of stories that mainstream news no longer touches. In terms of health, COVID-19

reporting has taken censorship and media manipulation to brand-new heights. All social media platforms are openly censoring

dissenting views about the virus, particularly its origin and treatment.

Even lauded doctors and scientists have been axed for speaking against the desired narrative dictated by the World Health

Organization. The reason is simple. They cannot afford to "bite the hand that feeds them." If an advertiser doesn't want the public

to know about a particular 1nding, all they have to do to inRuence reporting is threaten to pull their advertising, which will hurt the

media company's bottom line. A great initiative to take a closer look at what the FDA and CDC are hiding about the real risks of

the vaccine.

Investigative journalist Sharyl Attkisson is recording all known cases of Covid-19 “vaccine” injuries and deaths in an updated list

on her website. Some of the latest updates include cases of CNS demyelination, functional neurological disorder, decreased

immunity, Bell's palsy, antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE), cardiac disorders, autoimmune Guillain-Barre palsy, Graves'

disease, and blood clots , all derived from injections.

sharylattkisson.com/2021/09/exclusive-summary-covid-19-vaccine-concern..  (September 12, 2021)

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/slanted-sharyl-attkisson-censorshi..  
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Don't be surprised if this is all over along about September or October.

www.americanthinker.com/articles/2022/01/the_political_timing_of_the_e..  OTOH, maybe not, since declaring it over will turn

off the cash spigots and stop the clot shots. All so disgusting, yet fascinating, to watch. I'm retired, so at least for the time being,

not affected all that much by the madness, except for inRation and short-staing everywhere...So I have the luxury of simply

watching it all trans1xed with wonder at man's stupidity.
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They are not injecting the same substance into each person. 5 percent of the batches of each brand are responsible for 95

percent of deaths and injuries. A website allows you to check the toxicity of each batch according to oicial data.

diariodevallarta.com/en/the-vaccine-lottery-craig-paardekooper-estudio..

 ~ thereisnopandemic.net/2022/01/05/breaking-deadly-vax-lot-numbers-ident..  
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No wonder, Brenda, yes, the Spike protein attacks the immune system that is the foundation of health. We know that the

coronavirus spike protein from the COVID-19 vaccine unexpectedly enters the bloodstream, which is a plausible explanation for

thousands of reported side effects, from blood clots and heart disease to brain damage and reproductive problems, cancer... “We

made a big mistake. We didn't realize it until now," Byram Bridle, a viral immunologist and associate professor at the University of

Guelph, Ontario, said in an interview with Alex Pierson, in which he warned listeners that his message was "terrifying."

www.lifesitenews.com/news/vaccine-researcher-admits-big-mistake-says-s..  
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Thanks for the link Gui. I will be reading it today. I forgot to tell you that my mom’s neighbor looks horrible since she got the jab.

She doesn’t even look like the same person anymore
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Beginning unjabbed is like trying to stay sober! I am celebrating my one year anniversary of mRNA sobriety!
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Thank you RANDY, you express yourself precisely. Yes, the tyranny imposed on the world creating this "pandemic" and developing

the draconian measures, which have been the scene of the poisonous vaccines and to give the 1nal blow to the world economy.

------------------------Thank you STEEL. The end of Biden's speech should be to apologize to Americans for the terrible

consequences of managing this fake pandemic that has caused so much suffering and death and will continue to cause it for

many years.

The American response should be: we do not forgive!!--------------- Thanks NP. The link is very interesting. “In one of his

preliminary writings by him, Paardekooper calculates that if a low percentage of toxic injections (close to 7 percent) is given

twice a year until 2030, the result is devastating: 7 x 2 x 7: 98 percent mortality and disabling diseases in seven years. A true

RUSSIAN ROULETTE for the population.”.---------------- Thank you SWABIENGMAIL.COM, we have a lot to celebrate because we

follow the real science .
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Dangerous people who are losing power do dangerous things.
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Is Israel 1nally abandoning vaxine mandates and passports? It is being questioned, at least. Rational pushback is making the

headlines.  unherd.com/thepost/israeli-vaccine-chief-we-have-made-mistakes/     Here is the other side of the story· Or, maybe

it is just one more admission of failure that will ultimately lead to

change?www.timeso1srael.com/israeli-trial-worlds-1rst-1nds-4th-dose-not-go..  
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It seems to me that different areas of the globe must have different viral pro1les, and therefore different locales should have their own

custom vaccines before allowing entry. I’m surprised P1zer hasn’t already thought of this, not just shots for variants emerging over

time, but for variants over time and space. Imagine the revenue! If I drive from Los Angeles to San Diego, is it so unreasonable that I

take my “San Diego shot” before entering the city limits, and have my passport updated accordingly? But as we’ve all learned by now,

viruses are tiny little fellas.

The scale of their world is so 1ne that we probably need to think of area vaccinations on a smaller scale than city-to-city. For example, a

simple walk through your neighborhood might involve half-a-dozen shots or so, before passing through the various checkpoints. Is this

so unreasonable? I’ll give this more thought in the morning, after a good night’s sleep...Now it's time for me to take my vaccination for

safely entering the bedroom.
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what about an anti boredom vaccine as an antidote to TV addiction - the Snake proposed an anti spiritual vaccine to the CIA

some time ago - you should contact him - there might be some added skin in the vaccine enterprise he hasn't thought about -

here is the link on the insanity that is SNAKE GATES - www.bitchute.com/.../7GzeQReoxPr  
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The "vaccine" that is needed for people who are being deceived is to open their minds to the truth. We have the weapons that

allow us to 1ght against deception. Faced with the fear carried out by the media, possible responses can be given in human

nature, depending on our personality and our knowledge of reality. To manage them, we would have to put a head to the

sensation, identify it, become aware of what happens to us in order to relativize it and calm down.

We are in the knowledge of true science. Let's work on our self-esteem, strengthening with these small habits that mental and

physical strength that we are going to need so much for when this deception that unfortunately is marked. by an economic crisis

where many things will be different. And we must be prepared for what is yet to come.

The most recent Oxfam text highlights that every 26 hours a new billionaire emerges in the world, while the ten richest men in the

world accumulate six times more wealth than the 3,100 million people in greater poverty. “Economic violence” is perpetrated

when structural political decisions are made for the richest and most powerful people. This causes direct harm to the poorest

people, women and girls, and to the majority racialized groups. Inequality contributes to the death of at least one person every

four seconds.
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Gui - the disproportionate sharing of power means that the 1% has rights that the 99% are excluded from - human progress like

Magnsa Carta and the French Revolution with its romantic input from Rousseau have all failed to sustainably maintain the values

of human evolution as increased freedom - the inevitable supposition of these failures must be that the majority are comfortable

as SLAVES and feel uneasy about having to be responsible for their own decisions - so they transfer these "inalienable" rights to

a SLAVE MASTER - what other interpretation can one make ??
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stanley... Your observation about the masses embracing slavery is a terrifying thought. Prob accurate for many people, though.

Also, the short attention span of people nowadays due to certain entertainments and texting. They do not understand hard work,

delayed grati1cation or natural consequences...They have been insulated from reality...They want what they want when they want

it... entitlement...promises of safety/security and immediate grati1cation...So, not surprising that they would line up for a jab and

a donut.
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Almond - one of Mandela's favorite themes was the degrading of society through the "culture of entitlement" - so you are not

alone in your thoughts in this matter
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Or perhaps, in the new world order, no one will be allowed to drive from Los Angles to San Diego, because it's becomes

impossible to keep up with the shots for every trip to anywhere. Travel is bad for your health, it exposed you to too many dangers.

"Put on your diaper and stay home, baby. Worry/don't worry...We'll protect your health Your taxes have already been committed."
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Darzoum, maybe it won't be a Jab, maybe it will be a Mother May I chip allowing what is or what is not approved. Then again, with

these birds, unfortunately if they have their way, it would be both. Just saying. It's all nuttier than squirrel poop in a peanut

factory.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi Darzoum, Good morning! Anyone watching Dr John Campbell on this blog? You'll need to dig up his recent links on Youtube;

however, over this long weekend, he shows the omicron variant in the UK already peaking, as is Spain, Germany and Israel, all

these countries are on the downside of the curve. Thankfully, hospitalizations and deaths are fairly stable, not following "the

cases" curve. He stated in one that the US is running about 3 to 4 weeks behind.

March is way too late, unless you think it appropo to shoot up people while the wave is diminishing? Nevermind more virologists

are coming out that running the same shot down the same pathway will reduce effectiveness. As is, booster1 or the 3rd shot is

apparently effective for only 1-1/2 to 2 months. The 4th shot will again be shorter.

This is how the human body responds to razzing the same pathway over and over in too short a time period. IMO, this technology

and the concept of creating allergic reactions in the human body, is now a lost leader. Looking ahead, it is expected to become

endemic and we need to brace for the next pandemic, that of the vaccn injured!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose, despite massive, manipulated fear porn data in our area to make the 1gures so ridiculously high, the numbers of cases

are already dropping. The numbers had to be as high as the pencil could push them as to take people's eyes off the actual

number of those hospitalized or dying were dropping. Even with the manipulation those numbers are dropping. Oh, shucky darn.

If trends continue as they have elsewhere, this may all turn into wisp in the wind. Explaining the Cut, Burn, Poison we got a pill for

that pushing their discredited narrative as they have to get enough Jabs out there so they can then claim their nonsense was all a

success. They've already been pushing the notion of the next pandemic. Pretty wild since the last possible pandemic is

supposed to have been the Spanish Flu (I say supposed because there is serious thought it was newly found aspirin used to bring

down fever was over prescribed in massive dosages.)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi Steve, gotta run, article at this link should get your attention!

www.marketwatch.com/story/preliminary-israeli-study-shows-fourth-covid..  
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For people to discover the truth of where we are at today they need to know the true history of the past. Not the lies we have been

told. Check out this story on history - sure to open your eyes

www.greatnewsreport.com/in-memoriam-george-h-scherff-jr-aka-george-hw-..  
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steve - salycylic acid from the bark and leaves of the willow and poplar trees - this is referred to 1500 years ago - here is a link -

en.wikipedia.org/.../Salicylic_acid  
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM
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As we are seeing, there is a mass psychosis issue where even people with higher than normal degrees of intelligence have taken the

bait, and feel that vaccines are going to save them. People observing this have compared this psychosis to a form of hypnosis. Much of

the psychosis exists because of the well planned propaganda. I am seeing and hearing some who have had the jab, state that they are

not getting any boosters.

Some of those have had a bad reaction from the earlier shot(s). Others have awakened because somebody close to them, who was

previously quite healthy, has either died or become seriously disabled after taking that “safe and effective “ jab. Whenever I’m out and

about, if the opportunity appears right, I talk to people about this topic. I’m 1nding that many are sitting on the fence and are unsure if

they should continue taking this product that doesn’t appear to be working.

The other day I spoke with my granddaughter’s good friend who works with young children. In our conversation, I sensed that she was

having second thoughts on trusting the word of Fauci. She also appeared to have a lack of trust in Gates. She said that she was

required to get the jab because of the nature of her job, and she didn’t think that was right to do to her.

I happened to have my Kennedy book with me, and asked her if she had heard of it. She said that she had and was curious about it.

Being that she worked with young children, I opened up the book to the part where Fauci was using children from orphanages as guinea

pigs for his vaccines, and told her to read a couple of paragraphs. She read for quite awhile and seemed quite amazed...I ended up

ordering the book for her as a gift...Hopefully, she had received saline in her Russian Roulette version of this so called vaccine, and that

she will stop the madness...And above all, hopefully she will help spread the word, and deliver the message of truth to others, unlike the

lying (Gates funded) MSM.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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hi dude - hopefully the lemmings will not only acquire Kennedy's book but read every page - and take it to heart - these steps are

the antidote to Mass Psychosis
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dude01
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Very well stated, Stanley. Yes, reading that book and thoroughly absorbing its content, will hopefully be a powerful antidote to

Mass Psychosis. cmeshine - I experience that "battle fatigue" often, as well. Take a break when you need it.

Gui - you're so right about no serious debates. Isn't that what is often necessary to solve diicult problems? bee - properly

assessing one's character is not my forte. Occasionally I get an individual who gets downright angry that I opened my mouth.

I'll get called out as being stupid, or I'm periodically told to shut up. My gut feeling is to stay there and argue. But I've learned to

just shake my head and move on. steve - I can see that we have similar frustrations.

We're trying to open people's eyes, and many of them are trying to open ours to see the saving grace of the vax. The daily grind is

becoming a constant. versatile, well said. You're so right about people wanting that quick 1x.

jones - thank you. ballhawk - thank you, as well. randy - yes, the game is well orchestrated so that people need to keep getting

shots in order to have their freedom and rights to what some consider social pleasures. Keep the faith everybody.

Stay in tune and stay positive.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM
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I’m glad you are continuing to open up peoples’ eyes. I am battle fatigued and feel hopeless and defeated. Perhaps it’s time I take

a break.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Very true, Dude, in Spain said hypnosis is extreme. The media has done a great job of injecting people with the snake's venom

based on fear of Fauci's "Ru." A singer frequently appears on television who speaks with very bad arguments against "vaccines"

and this false pandemic that helps convince the undecided that they should take the jab. That is precisely why they present it

constantly in the media. There are no serious debates or relevant people expounding the real science like Dr. Mercola and

Kennedy, J,R.

The truth is tragic and constantly manifests itself. Deaths among people ages 18 to 49 rose more than 40 percent in the 12

months ending October 2021 compared to the same period in 2018-2019, before the COVID-19 pandemic, according to an

analysis of data of death certi1cates from the CDC. Much of the excess deaths are due to the effects of experimental vaccines,

lockdowns, mental health problems, and social collapse caused by totalitarian government policies. For one thing, drug

overdoses are at record levels...According to CDC estimates After a year of receiving "injections in the arms" it is clear that this

vaccine was a false savior: a tool of disease, suffering, control and global

depopulation...www.theepochtimes.com/northeast-fares-best-amid-2021-prime-age-mortali..  (12/01/2022)
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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Well done Dude, it's not always any easy process to help someone, including an astute bit of character assessment.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dude, it is so discouraging to see so many I have considered intelligent not just in book smarts, but in many areas of Life

Experience Smarts, yet drawn into this dark shadow disaster. Yet, here the cracks are growing, and more are not only beginning

to question the absurdly of why someone with two Jabs is a threat to those who have had three Jabs. Why are frontline

Healthcare workers who have been through this Fauci Fraud for two years getting 1red for not taking a Jab/s when if they haven't

been infected in over two years, they most likely won't get infected now? How can the Authorities cry worker shortage when they

let who knows how many people go, just as they knew another wave most likely would be coming?

Why have the Authorities reduced our hospitals and care by 20%, especially in rural areas? What is the deal with well we will send

military personal to 1ll the void Fauci's authorities created? Many are expressing I got the Jab/s and was sick and just passed it

off as well maybe it's this, maybe it's that, but now I don't know. Yet, once again, so many are threatened with the loss of their

livelihood.

Probably the biggest rub of all, wait a G-- D--- minute I had the Jab/s & had bad results but if I talk about it I'm a dirty Anti-vaxxer,

& if I had a Jab or Jabs but haven't had # 3 or 4 or what, 1fty, I get turned into a dirty Anti-vaxxer? It's discouraging to see it is

taking so long for reality to set in for people who got the Jab/s, but despite the unbelievable massive effort to convince the

general public black is white, up is down, Left is Right, it is all crumbling and Reality is leaning more to the Truth of the matter

each passing day.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's not so hard to convince "highly intelligent people." It's hard to unconvince them. Most intelligent people are busy living their

lives, trusting their government. They have little time or interest in conspiracies, real or not. They want the quick 1x so they can

get on with their life, their career, their goals...Until they are personally affected in a way that disrupts their life goals - there is no

interest...Until they feel the heat, the pain.
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right on, the Dude abides! (his advice that is)
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good on you for informing your granddaughter's good friend. Dude, you're the man!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dude; that was good of you to buy her that book. Now, here's the problem with people who have taken even one shot and are

having second thoughts about the whole thing...unless they take every successive shot, they will not be "fully vaccinated" and

therefor will not be "allowed" to participate in many activities, including travel. That's a real dilemma for those people who didn't

look before they leapt. The most important question here: Is the "permission" to go to restaurants, theaters, etc.; or being able to

travel by train or plane, worth losing my health over - or my life...For me; that's a very easy question to answer!
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SeeTheAllSeeingEye
Joined On 7/28/2014 6:01:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaccine [which is not a vaccine, but a genetic experiment] has been created as part of the diabolical plan to reduce the

population to no more than 500 million by the year 2030. If they manage to kill 5% of those vaccinated, and release vaccines

every 6 months would be close to their goal, that's why they want everyone to be vaccinated and they are bringing out new

vaccines.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gifting the 'book' is performing wonderful civic work. I have done the same, but I am discerning in who I give the book to, as I

don't want to waste money either.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent that you shared RFK's book with someone in such an important role, working with children. All we can do really is share

credible information about systemic corruption that has allowed mass jabbing of innocent (ignorant too) people, and tragically,

children and babies! Is this a horror movie!
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Ambassador777
Joined On 12/22/2011 6:34:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Work with lymphoma patients revealed that most of them had a deterioration of the checks and balances in their immune systems.

Enough evidence exists to suggest that it's the result of large numbers of vaccines that these patients had received. Constant exposure

of the immune system to foreign agents can overwhelm it and lead to a breakdown of defenses in vulnerable persons. Omicron seems

to be a tipping point...Either the so-called pandemic will end with a variant of the common cold or the world may experience a more

virulent strain that will decimate the vaxxed, a "Spanish" Ru repeat with millions of casualties, most from the ranks of those with

compromised immune systems from being over-vaxxed.
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Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ambassador777,  had lymphona cancer, early stages cut out clean and nice. Thats good. my interest in this was ...'what cause

this', Microwave oven. A Leaking microwave oven..... There is no micro wave oven in my house.... old fashion cooking... Good for

you.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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Ambassador - "God Forbid that we might ever become under-vaccinated - Pharma fears bankruptcy from too much HEALTH -
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Indeed, the damage of vaccines to the immune system is obvious. While normal, healthy people can repair DNA damage caused

by low levels of ionizing radiation exposure, vaccinated people can barely make the repairs. “NHEJ repair and homologous

recombination (HR) repair are two major DNA repair pathways that not only continuously monitor and ensure genome integrity

but are also vital for adaptive immune cell functions,” the study explains about one such DNA repair component that is negatively

impacted by the presence of spike proteins. Cancer rates will skyrocket among those vaccinated, and when they do die, deaths

may be attributed to cancer rather than vaccines.

It is very unlikely that vaccinated people who do not die from their cancers will be able to produce viable offspring due to DNA

damage in the sperm and eggs. We are facing a new generation of young people with cancer and childhood diseases, We are in

the degeneration of the human race.  www.brighteon.com/fef16093-6fd9-43a1-a5cb-cdecb4c63e64  (Nov 19, 2021)

www.mdpi.com/.../htm  .. Scientists such as Professor Ian Jones, a virologist at the University of Reading, warn that booster

injections are a serious mistake.

The evidence is showing that Omicron, being more contagious but with mild effects on people's health, should mark the path of

natural immunity and mark the reality of this false pandemic as an "endemic situation" comparable to a common cold virus or the

Ru. The "vaccines" are proving their failure. www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10358555/Experts-warn-dishing-fourth-..

 (01/04/22)
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Astute observation. The vaxxed will experience ADE almost AIDS-like immune disruption, while the unvaxxed control group will

survive.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The proof is here on short video: Peter Daszak in 2016 bragging about the progress they made in Wuhan developing Covid-19. After half

a minute into the video, Peter Daszak starts talking about it, for only 1 minute, so really short video.

twitter.com/.../1481510046446014465  
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Pete Smith. yes, in the video in 2016, the head of the EcoHealth Alliance, Peter Daszak, a friend of Tony Fauci, openly

admitted that his "colleagues in China" were developing "killer" coronaviruses similar to SARS as biological weapons EcoHealth

Alliance President Peter Daszak – who collaborated with the Wuhan Institute of Virology on research funded by Dr. Anthony

Fauci's National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease – appears to boast about the manipulation of “killer” SARS-like

coronaviruses carried out by his “colleagues in China” in a clip unearthed by The National Pulse. As Dr. Mercola has reported, the

comments follow growing evidence that Fauci’s NIAID has deep 1nancial and personnel ties to the Wuhan Institute of Virology –

and that Daszak’s EcoHealth alliance was one of the primary proxies funneling the money to the Chinese Communist Party lab.
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and that Daszak’s EcoHealth alliance was one of the primary proxies funneling the money to the Chinese Communist Party lab.

video link thenationalpulse.com/2021/06/08/daszak-reveals-chinese-colleagues-mani..  
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for that thread, Pete.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Poking around looking for sources giving a more complete view of what is happening. Here is another Lefty source who exposes

Fraudci, and has an interview with RFK Jr and his book. The interview alone is worth the read. The crack is widening as more from all

walks of life are 1nding it hard to swallow Falseys bitter cut, burn or poison pills...www.yahoo.com/.../outsider-193245124.html  
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cetok01yahoo.com
Joined On 11/15/2020 7:26:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't normally read stuff from Leftists, but I'm reading the RFK book, and it's mind-blowing in its details about how FauxXi,

Gates, et al and this government have manipulated this country's response and outlawed PROVEN therapies to push their cash

cow faux vaccines. de1nitely worth the read, but I suggest anger management classes 1rst.
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juststeve
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ceto, while I don't believe any "side" has the monopoly on the truth, the situation being what it is it seems more important than

ever to monitor as many sides as one can stand, no matter what one may identify as. I too am very angry, but, mostly at myself.

As despite for years having gone through so many things to develop a jaundiced eye at what the oicial sources say having lived

through so much of this over each decade, how did I miss this? Most of it one would determine would be Falsey stayed mostly

hidden in the weeds & shadows.

It was only when he was paraded out front & in the glare of the public eye day after day, that his Pretzel Tongue Mumble Salad

Misdirection Gas lightening became too hot to ignore. The RFK interview alone is enough to make it worth the read, it is in some

ways a cliff notes overview of his book. Highly recommend buying RFK's Book. Oh, & Doc gets a positive mention in this

interview.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you very much Just, the link is very interesting, Expanding on one of the questions about the Gates-Fauci alliance. It is

revealed how dangerous Bill Gates, one of the richest in the world, is. He works and socializes a lot with Dr. Anthony Fauci, who

has his own terrifying story of vaccine experimentation regardless of what happens to the human subjects of his experiments.

Stephen Mosher published a revealing article on LifeSite titled "How Dr. Fauci's Fraudulent Pandemic Advice Put Millions of

Americans Through Hell." Bill Gates must somehow be playing a major role in the background, working together with Dr. Anthony

Fauci and all the major globalists and their friends in the medical establishments to suppress very cheap and incredibly effective

medical protocols available long ago for COVID .

-19 infection that would essentially make mandatory masking and a mandatory vaccine unnecessary. Robert Kennedy, Jr.'s July

21, 2020 article is titled "Gates Drives Experimental Technology in Seven Billion Humans." He airms: Pharma has over 170

COVID vaccines in development, but Gates and Fauci brought Moderna's "Frankenstein coup" to the front of the queue...

Scientists and ethicists are sounding the alarm… It is possible that Moderna's genetic alterations will be passed on to future

generations. In January, the Geneva Declaration, by the world's leading ethicists and scientists, called for an end to this type of

experimentation. It is very interesting to read the whole

statement...www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/the-most-dangerous-two-men-in-the-world/  .//////

 childrenshealthdefense.org/news/vaccines/gates-pushes-gene-altering-te..  
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, you always add great information, insights & sources. Thank you for all you do, so impressive. Get RFK's book! Then apply

what you learn to all the Too Bigs, to Black Rock & Vanguard, & DAVOS.
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent interview with RFK, Jr.! Many thanks for posting this link!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

predatory capitalism has one main goal - to sell you product YOU DON"T NEED!! - their hook is propaganda which is why they have taken

ownership of your TV and other broadcasting mediums - their "line" is paying the corrupt politicians their baksheesh to coerce the

public to line up with mandates - and their "sinker" is the implanting the BRAIN DEAD with the idea that the 100,000 years of human

evolution was not possible without constant repeat vaccination - to think otherwise is delusional according to Zombie Culture - there

you have it foks - HOOK / LINE / SINKER - also known as commercial 1shing tackle
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Stan, human evolution adapts the adaptation of our DNA, it is marked by the action of our immune system and the

"vaccines" only cause damage to the DNA and said system. A virus comes to life, that is, when a virus activates when it comes

into contact with the cells of your body. When they touch, that outer layer forms a connection with our cells called the Isoprin

bond. Through that connection, the virus attaches itself to our DNA and begins to produce copies of itself in outrageous amounts

(viral load).

What interests us is to keep supporting our land. A healthy microbiome. The microbiome is a massive ecosystem consisting of

trillions of microorganisms. Incredibly, some 40,000 species of bacteria, 300,000 species of parasites, 65,000 species of

protozoa and between 3.5 million and 5 million species of fungi.

they inhabit the environment around us and live in the human body. This complex world of microorganisms continually secretes a

sea of viruses, serving as a communication network for bacteria, parasites, protozoa, and fungi. These viruses have always been

here to help us. First of all, we must enhance natural immunity, which is what will defeat Covid.19.

For this we must take care of "the terrain", that is, the internal environment of the body, to defeat any external germ. What

Béchamp called "terrain" is very close to what modern medicine has now called the innate immune system. of evolution, the

population that is attacked by any pathogen adapts. New research suggests that becoming infected with the omicron variant of

the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) can help protect people from the more dangerous delta...Laboratory tests performed two

weeks after patients joined the study showed that antibody levels increased 14-fold in response to the omicron variant and a

4.4-fold increase against delta...www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10355617/Catching-Omicron-strain-prot..  (12/30/21)
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui - thank you for the reply - you have correctly stated that the biome contains billions of viruses - in an interconnectedness that

indicates co-dependency - the egregiousness of Pharma's "war against this ecosystem" must then become apparent - but

humanity is IGNORANT and refuses to enlighten themselves as regards to this biological interplay and life force necessity - this

ignorance makes the lies and propaganda unimpeded by the potential of a critical analytical rejection by the Mass Psyche -

Jung's collective unconscious - the TV makes the human mind dull and malleable - the lack of basic biological information points

to a failure of the educational goals - the TV is the opium of thought
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Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Stan, you are right. Most of the time we actually don't need what they are selling, so 1rst we get seduced by convenience, then

when our abilities to provide said service on our own, we can no longer provide without the convenience, then the rug is pulled

out & we are owned. Just another form of slavery. Gui, Yes, yes, yes, in case I didn't say it yes.

It is the terrain & how we understand it. The line between us & individuals & the world at large becomes very fuzzy once we

understand it is all in communication. Not only the between the microbiome, but with us. The germ-a-phobic Fauci's who think all

microbes are dangerous & bad we must destroy them all, do not understand it/we are One Life, all the different life forms are

interconnected.

With so much faux medicine practiced for over one hundred years along with toxic farm methods, joined by inferior processed

foods, massive industrial toxic waste, so much has been damaged, bad enough we have trouble hearing or understanding the

messages. Then too the "phone lines" are so damaged the connections are full of static.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The annual Ru shots people were hooked on that "doesn't cover all strains" has led to severe Ru and deadly pneumonia in many.

Hospital treatments are simply mass mandatory malpractice.  What we are seeing now is empire in its death throes, exacting absurd

restrictions on people using the most ridiculous tweaks to the narrative daily. Who knows what these feeble minds will try next?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"A number of studies have already shown that the COVID shots offer very limited protection against the Omicron variant" Stop

perpetuating this fraud! Those nanobot shots offer absolutely no protection against anything! They are killing people; and the ones

pushing this tyranny know full well, the injuries and deaths they are causing. This was all planned decades ago; their plans are intricate

and they make sure that they have all the bases covered. Am I the only one here, who understands that it's the Cold and Flu season?

They will count all of the "cases" as covid! There will be a universal Ru/covid mRNA shot coming (probably already here).

Never, in all of history, has a cold virus "attacked" humanity for more than two years. That's because IT WOULD NEVER HAPPEN! Also; if

anyone takes a close look (an intelligent person shouldn't have to look that closely); it's quite clear that their so-called "measures"; if

their purpose is to prevent/stop outbreaks - are worse than useless! They tried to roll out this same agenda in 2009 and they were less

than successful. They are now realizing their "dream"! Covid is a cold virus; and I don't catch colds!

www.technologyreview.com/2009/09/22/209818/toward-a-universal-Ru-vacc..  
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Well expressed Randy, thanks for the link, it's the near future reality. The annual outbreak of epidemics in the last 40 years has

doubled. In the short 20 years of the 21st century, there have been more than 60 epidemics compared to fewer than 100

epidemics in the 19th and 20th centuries combined. This represents a 650% annual increase in the number of epidemics in the

last 20 years compared to the previous 200 years! .

What is pursued with propaganda and fear? International agencies such as the WHO, sovereign governments, major foundations,

the pharmaceutical industry, as well as the leaders of major medical institutions, seem to focus only on the vaccine and the

vaccine. Meanwhile Covid-19 has already caused trillions of dollars of economic damage in a short period of four months. What

is achieved is the passage of time more diseases and death by vaccines.

Immunity comes from lifestyle, from naturally nourishing your own system…not from pharmaceuticals. all previous human

societies would have disappeared from Earth if humans were not internally equipped with an overwhelmingly powerful immune

system We must consider the adaptation of people to diseases, through a suitable modulation of the immune system. Traces of

viral DNA can be found scattered throughout the human genome and scientists have proven it. When an epidemic occurs at

some point in evolution, the population that is attacked by any pathogen adapts...Let us take care above all of the good

adaptation to natural immunity.
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Randyfast
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Thanks, Gui. I'm going for my bike ride shortly; in the cold, wet and rain - without fear of even catching a cold. I've been cycling in

the cold, rain, ice and snow for a couple of months now...me and my robust immune system! BTW: all of the weather that has

come at us since around Christmas; is totally geoengineered! Perfect timing?
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Havanasilks
Joined On 1/30/2009 11:21:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As I've posted here previously, I lost several people close to me, (Mother, Mother in Law, girlfriend's sister, different girlfriend's beloved

uncle ) people who had survived Covid fairly easily, shortly after the original two dose v. Then my only brother got desperately sick with

Covid within 4 months of his 2nd dose. Thankfully he survived. Unfortunately he rushed out almost immediately to get "boosted".

Currently as I type this, FIVE extended family members including children ( one v'd, one not) and ALL adults boosted, are either very very

sick with positive Covid or mildly sick with positive Covid. The un v'd 2 year old child has no symptoms. These people live on two

separate ends of the county and were not in contact with each other. Due to the holidays, I was in contact with the sickest family,

including a positive person who was in my home while sick.

The ONLY thing all these people have in common is the v. I remain healthy, un v'd, and still somewhat shunned. ( I have to test to visit

grandkids, etc.). And even now, after all this empirical evidence, they all believe I'm a whack job and somehow "just lucky".

When Betty White suddenly passed from a stroke similar to my Mom and MIL within 3 weeks of her booster, I was sure they'd start to

question, but nope.....just a sarcastic "she was OLD"......
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Recently NPR radio lost its "book editor" a 46 y.o female. In her Washington Post obit, in the no-cost celebrity-pro1le section, not

the death notice section for the "nobodies" , no mention was made if she had a previous illness, or was vaxxed. I found that odd.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jabs make just about everything worse, as is becoming clearer and clearer daily, at street level.
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Jake..
Joined On 7/11/2020 8:53:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The 95% Omicron is from the dangerously useless Neil Ferguson at Imperial college London. He has been 'out' by a factor of 20 or for

every prediction his useless computer models produce. Delta is still very much out there and is likely still predominant. Even so, since I

don't give a crap about any of the variants and am unjabbed, the only relevance to this disinformation is how it just serves as an

example of misinformation the tyrants complain about...WE HAVE TO BE ABOVE THEM.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I recovered two weeks ago, sore throat, congestion for 5 days, much milder than a Ru I felt, but maybe I am wrong maybe Neil

Ferguson is correct and it was terrible?
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Whack-a-mole" solution strategy.  Never reassess or pivot, just double down and expect different results. OMG - is that insanity???
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The hits just keep coming.  I don't even need to know any of the science to know these jabs are bad. If something gets a hard sell, I'm

suspicious; if it's propagandized, it's something to be avoided like the plague. Those default settings have proven universally and

consistently accurate.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid Crusher: Mix one heaped teaspoon of Iodine table salt in a mug of warm clean water, cup a hand and sniff or snort the entire

mugful up your nose, spitting out anything which comes down into your mouth. If sore, then you have a virus, so continue morning noon

and night, or more often if you want, until the soreness goes away (2-3 minutes) then blow out your nose and Rush away, washing your

hands afterwards, until when you do my simple cure, you don't have any soreness at all, when you Rush - job done. Also swallow a

couple of mouthfuls of salt water and if you have burning in your lungs, salt killing virus and pneumonia there too. My simple salt water

cure, kills all Coronaviruses and viruses, as soon as you think you have an infection, or while self isolating, before the viruses mutate

into the disease in your head and body, for which there is no cure...I have been doing this simple cure for over 27 years and I am and

others never sick from viruses and there is no reason why any of you should be either - when your only alternative are those vaccines!!

Richard
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Works really well for colds and Ru too!!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doc is proven right once again - - -Drop the Mic...
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very true Just. The truth is always revealed over time: "You can fool all the people some of the time, and some of the people all

the time, but you cannot fool all the people all the time"..Abraham Lincoln
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innovativest
Joined On 6/17/2011 10:32:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Despite many evidences Omicron is less harmful, despite even Dr Fauci is telling about possible end of this pandemic, there are

hospitals willing to publish their results that Omicron covid is deadly. For instance, at Los Angels news are mounting on how deadly

Omicron is. I don't understand where is the honesty of doctors willing to get their money by spreading fake news. Evidence of the

mildness is everywhere, at different countries, yet some doctors are sending opposite signals, incredible...Just think how many

businesses will fall asap this pandemic is declared and endemic, they will make whatever is possible to stay.
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only change I have really made was to get some IVM. Will it help? Also important is Will it hurt? I doubt it.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MJNelson, 1nd a doctor to supervise you intake of IVM if you need it. Don't self medicate
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innovativest
Joined On 6/17/2011 10:32:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My message is not about taking or not a vaccine, I personally have not taken any vaccine for covid. My message is my wonder

for many physicians trying to sell the fear for the sake of vaccination boosters and for earning money despite evidences are

mounting that omicron is mild. Where is their honesty? In some countries, doctors need to take the hippocratic oath and that

means they have to save lives over earning money.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 3:14:37 PM
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Lunajoy44
Joined On 4/14/2020 12:45:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The insanity is inescapable right now. The testing needs to stop. People are obsessed! Four years ago, if your kid was sick you'd send

him to school. Now entire schools are shutting down because the Rawed test is detecting who-knows-what· Maybe Gates is hoping for

widespread failure and abandonment of schools so he can swoop in with his digital schools and continue to warp minds· I wouldn't be

surprised at all· Mass non-compliance is the only way out of this mess· I am so pissed that these a-holes have for all intents and

purposes destroyed the world...I hope it is only temporarily.
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They have been playing these vaccine games forever. The Spanish Ru and polio were also planned pandemics to introduce vaccines. I

have always wondered why there was no Spanish Ru nor polio in Bulgaria (my country of origin) and in most countries really. I wondered

why these diseases happened only in certain countries· I guess back then it didn’t make business sense to bankroll them in my

economically backwards country· Now they have gone seriously global· It is all preplanned, it is all by design· This is an in interesting

blog about the polio plandemic and the “life saving” vaccines: polioforever.wordpress.com/polio-timeline  
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quantumfome
Joined On 1/18/2010 4:17:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't watch the news (raises my blood pressure listening to the lies) but happen to catch the talking heads pushing a 3rd vaccine shot

(not even yet ready in the USA) Are those people paid by big pharma under the table? I also do not understand what has happened to

common sense, can no one think and reason anymore? Why is it when a talking head tell you the sky in falling, and 2+2 now = 5, do

people believe them? I wish to thank you, Dr. Mercola and others like you that are pushing the truth and telling everyone to keep a level

head· God Bless you and keep you healthy and 1ghting for all of us.
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The new Governor in Virginia announced on his 1rst day in oice: No mask mandate in schools for the children! A small step in the right

direction, caused by the votes of the people. The State switched colors because of this Governor's campaign promise. I hope that his

stance on vaccines will follow the same direction, including the availability of early treatments for infected people. As for myself I

follow Grandpas method to avoid the sni�es: gargle with saltwater twice a day (Grandpa was born in Germany in

18hundredsomething)· If it fails I have onions and honey to make a poultice to put on my chest with a heating pad, drink willow tea,

sweat it out (I don't like saunas) and I'll be 1t as a 1ddle in no time· If it all fails I'll celebrate my 77th birthday over the rainbow.
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grtunwshd
Joined On 10/23/2016 8:24:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

you may be unnecessarily missed like these folks: www.sorryantivaxxer.com  
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Attn Mercola pro-lifers....GRTUN is a troll from the pro-vax world...go look at the CDC redbox report and run some stories on your

troll website about all the vaxxed breakouts

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 10:45:12 AM
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tried raw onion on my soles with socks at night and greatly surprised at how it thinned mucus and stopped my cough! I HIGHLY

RECOMMEND raw onion on your soles. I am disappointed I didn’t learn this when my children were young- I also made raw onion

and raw honey cough syrup and did not 1nd it to be affective.
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I guess Trump wasn't kidding about his "Operation Warpspeed" agenda. We didn't realize it was warp speed to kill so many people.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In this video, featuring Dr. Michael Palmer, he talks about the lipid nanoparticles & their damaging

effects...www.bitchute.com/.../djgGWArf7szA  
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echinacea
Joined On 7/11/2010 2:23:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The FLCCC protocol lists Aspirin 325mg daily (unless contraindicated), what would be a better alternative? For how long would it be

alright to use aspirin and avoid its side effects? I'm really confused about the use of aspirin now.
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no rule because every person reacts different. I took 2000 (two thousand) mg daily for six months (to beat pericarditis

without taking steroids) and Prilosec to counter possible stomach issues. I did 1ne. My doc told me to stop right away and come

see him without an appointment should I suspect having side effects.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Aspirin was/is a patented drug. Only unnatural chemicals can be patented. All unnatural chemicals will probably be toxic to the

human body, and the active chemical in White Willow Bark, which Aspirin fakes, is probably an anti-grazing toxin, so this is all a

bad idea. Aspirin breaches/kills our stomach and gut tissue, which will cause further damage, including leaky gut, this damage

and the detox/repair required will stress the body and deplete it's resources.

Most/all drugs work by poisoning parts of the body to suppress symptoms, but not address the root cause, and can make things

even worse. "Pain Killers" can and do kill! Large doses of Aspirin (far higher than now) were suspected of being a signi1cant

cause of death during the 'Spanish Flu' epidemic! Herbalism, which pharma. plagiarises and corrupts, is at best a risky, even

toxic, transient stopgap until the cause is dealt with. The dose does not make the poison, the dose only varies the damage a

poison causes, thus LD50 animal testing is dubious and homeopathy is also potentially harmful e.g experiments with structured

water suggest that it can act as a catalyst/template for molecular re-production of the original substance! Excessive consumed

resources, like water, salt, etc., is not poison, it is the imbalance it causes which damages the body.
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nomogmo
Joined On 9/7/2010 2:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Echinacea, Circumin and nattokinase are two choices. I wrote a whole long reply to you, complete with dosages and got kicked

off. "Page Not Found" Had to start all over to get to the article and then the comments. I'm trying again without dosages to see if

it'll go through this time.
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Normally doctors prescribe double coated aspirin to save the lining of stomach. I use instead gingko biloba 2000mg/day. Both

are blood thinners - one chemical - one natural.
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Echnicea or curcumin are not blood thinners as aspirin is.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/19/2022 6:19:34 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can see the rabid sheeple licking their chops to get in line for the 4th shot. It will soon become a competitive thing where people lay

claim to being more injected than another. True mass psychosis!
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BREAKING: Deadly Vax Lot Numbers IDENTIFIED, Still in Circulation!

thereisnopandemic.net/2022/01/05/breaking-deadly-vax-lot-numbers-ident..  
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treemcg7
Joined On 5/13/2021 8:46:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Con1rming this negative eicacy 1nding, data from Denmark and the Canadian province of Ontario indicate that vaccinated people

have higher rates of Omicron infection than unvaccinated people," That's not what oicials and the media are saying. In Ontario, it's still

an epidemic of the unvaccinated.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dateline: 2026/06/06 P1z-Mod-Governa Announces New Vaccine that Prevents all Diseases. "Life is a deadly disease, causing much

pain and suffering, and every case is fatal. We now offer a vaccine to prevent life - a result of decades of research." World governments

is currently considering laws to make this vaccine mandatory for entry into all schools, churches, restaurants, bars, crematoriums,

cemeteries - and government oices. to your health, tracy
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And what test shows beyond doubt that it’s omicron vs the rest? I’m done with all the fairy tales. From any source. There is an article on

The Vaccine Reaction bee1ng up the new novavax vaccine...The architects of the great reset somehow get to all the dissenters...I’ll be

the last unvaccinated person on the planet at this rate.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think you will have a few contenders other than yourself for that title

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 3:17:17 AM
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innovativest
Joined On 6/17/2011 10:32:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'll be another

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 4:20:49 AM
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You had better get behind me.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Their problem is they've NOT been able to get to the dissenters, for whom there are safe havens in the US. And the results keep

making it harder for them.
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course, this will be thoroughly trialed and studied to be sure that THIS time we can believe p1zer. NOT!
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CRAIGMESA
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:35:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another thing I enjoy about the mercolas articles, is the comment section! real people and mostly AWAKE! We have to keep digging and

sharing truth! Because they are out to kill us all nice and quiet with out us realizing it! Their invisible technologies that they have!
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kayasred
Joined On 1/15/2008 10:39:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even a die hard liberal / Democrat following there tribal leaders should be able to break away from getting any more jabs  NO ?
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sal1714
Joined On 1/16/2017 7:50:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do I get access to older postings that i cant reach now??This is so frustrating..going forward i'll try to read these sooner as it

appears theyre being hijacked by someone not interested in the truth!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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PayPal Terminates
Nonpro[ts Fighting
Vaccine Mandates
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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Its so laughable now.
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is nothing in contagious except for the pharma chemicals and other environmental pollution. Even the CDC published a paper

here stacks.cdc.gov/.../67902  that they couldn't infect even one healthy one.
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BlousenShirt
Joined On 11/11/2021 3:45:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The audacity of man against nature. Wonder who will prevail? My money is with nature!!!
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inutrainer
Joined On 9/16/2021 10:23:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are you see people being infected with the Omicron that were previously infected? I am hearing from some medical folks that they are

seeing people getting infected more than once. {:->LEE
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im4itnow
Joined On 1/22/2016 8:53:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Was diagnosed on the 8th of January with Covid. Guessing it's the Omicron variant. They put me on 3 infusions of Remdesivir with the

outcome totally unknown. Said it's experimental...So far I have no energy and have no idea when normalcy will return, but guessing it's

going to be several weeks at the least.
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Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe you’ll be lucky and survive the “medicine” that kills 50% of those taking it (check out Ebola trials). You might be kissing

your kidneys goodbye.
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Allopathic medicine is based on the “germ theory”, that microbes and viruses, cause disease. Medical science bases the use of

vaccines on the theory that the body forms antibodies to “1ght” natural viruses. They believe that these antibodies live on after

the virus is contained, thereby creating immunity. First we must consider the facts known to evaluate medicine’s viral theory.

Science has proved that virus are not alive, that they are predominantly protein but that they contain organic DNA. Science has

proved that virus increase only in the presence of live cells, and that they cause certain cells, and/or parts of cells to dissolve.

What is believed and taken as fact but not proved, is that viruses are nondiscriminatingly destructive “things” that self-replicate.

That is like saying that laundry soap, because it is found in homes inhabited by humans, self-replicates.

Those assumption and conclusion are shallow and ludicrous. Medical science operates from fear, and it attacks the body. All

medical procedures for treating disease are written by pharmaceutical-related individuals and groups. That is a severe conRict of

interest.

Self-produced health or medication-dependent pro1t, which do you think that they want? A rational and logical conclusion would

be that virus are solvents (cleansers) manufactured by individual cells to dissolve degenerative tissue (disease) caused by

accumulated waste and industrial toxins, including medicines. Virus contain DNA because cells have used substances within

themselves to synthesize virus; DNA is a part of that. When the cleansing and healing processes cease, cells stop producing

large amounts of virus.

..."
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

...Normally, healthier bodies symbiotically utilize bacteria and parasites to cleanse themselves of cellular degenerative tissue

and organic waste. They are the bodies preferred janitors. Bacteria and parasites consume the degenerative tissue and organic

waste and reduce it to a tiny fraction of the original mass eaten. They can consume 100 times their weight and reduce it to

1-percent excretion.

When eating a healthy raw diet, our bodies easily secrete and/or excrete the 1-percent excretions from bacteria and parasites.

However, when bodies become too toxic with industrial toxins, including medicines, the bacteria and parasites are poisoned to

death. Under such toxic conditions, the only cleansing method that the body can utilize is virus. So, cells synthesize viruses.

I reiterate, viruses are solvents that dissolve degenerative tissue and organic waste. They are bene1cial in preventing disease;

they do not cause disease.....
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hope you feel better soon. My hubs and I are septuagenarians, our grandson exposed us to omicron on NYE and we tested

positive a week later. My husband is vaxx’d, I am not; we are not overweight/obese. My hubs takes a low dose statin for his

cholesterol; otherwise, we have no comorbidities· His vitamin D level is under 40ng/mL, mine is a tad over 89ng/mL· He lost his

sense of taste and has a slight cough· My only symptom never progressed beyond a scratchy throat· Our only intervention was

a daily saline nasal rinse and gargling with an antiseptic mouthwash· Yay for omicron, hello natural immunity - These are stories

you will never hear on mainstream media …
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

im4itnow Remdesivir is faudci made concoction - I would never take it.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For your information - cyrptocurrency and mind control. Microsoft patents:

patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2020060606&_1d=.. : CRYPTOCURRENCY SYSTEM USING BODY ACTIVITY DATA

 patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=US291464337&_1d=W.. : CRYPTOCURRENCY SYSTEM USING BODY ACTIVITY DATA

Intellectual property collusion worldwide: www.nature.com/.../s41587-021-00912-9  In addition is the Neuralink chip from Neuralink

Corp funded by Elon Musk. patents.google.com/.../en   www.nasdaq.com/articles/neuralink-to-be-ready-for-human-implants-in-20..

 biohackinfo.com/neuralink  And this neural interface funded by Northwell Health

www.innovateli.com/major-investors-back-forward-looking-neural-interfa..  HR 1319 American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 - which

became law 11 Mar 2021 - includes a change to the IRS Tax Code that requires 3rd party transactions greater than $600.00 be reported

to the IRS. Go to pages 184-185 - it's speci1ed under SEC 9674.

www.congress.gov/.../PLAW-117publ2.pdf  Based on paragraph (b) of SEC 9674, this applies only to transactions that are for goods or

services. www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/tax-reporting-rules-for-third-party-pa..  Given the change in the law - cash for transactions

will be more important than ever.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.brasscheck.com/video/fauci-now-says-we-need-to-learn-to-live-with-..  
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could this be your 14 year old - now dead sharylattkisson.com/2022/01/the-hidden-covid-19-vaccine-injured/?utm_s..  
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This push for more vaccines seems to send the message that it is all about them making money, or depopulation, not about a digital

wallet.
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TracyMSipperley
Joined On 1/16/2022 12:16:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right on Dr. Mercola! Thank you for the truth. I pray the eyes of this country will be opened. Tracy M Sipperley
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many have died who did not have to as we know since 2020. Risch and McCullough and others have said 80-85% of those who died did

not have to IF they had access to the effective, cheap and safe early treatment options like HCQ, Ivermectin etc, but all of it was

censored and suppressed. Think about what 80-85% represents. On top of this we have witnessed what the VAERS system has told us

and are seeing the predictions of side effects manifest now as time has passed and more and more injections go into peoples bodies.

Going forward the amount of immune system dysfunction among vast amounts of the population will be a boon for big Pharma as they

will take over what nature was doing all along. People will be told they can get medicine to help keep their immune systems at peak

function with slick marketing propaganda and media telling you to ask your doctor about all the wonderful and effective new meds. In

other words say goodbye to god given natural immunity and hello to staying "well" thru Government and Pharma immunity regulation.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Emory University???  LOL!! Right smack next door to the CDC in Atlanta. You can't say that the sheep were not warned about this. RFK Jr

stated this from the very beginning as did Dr. Mercola· They are close to their goal of 70% vaxxed world wide· This will continue until

they are certain that goal is reached.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly none of this was not known to be a real possibility long ago IF paying attention!
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seems they want 100% compliance. Well, except for the special people at the top (vanguard and black rock fellows).
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preston1953
Joined On 3/12/2008 10:34:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mythlanders, untie. Untie the Mythanders Join The Wind and blow Free Pot for Everyone Schedule One Lie Will Die    Mword should be

Merry Joy. There will be Free Joy For Everyone and we all will be more than happy about it.  Create Freedom of Mind  Does someone

have a problem with Free Joy?

-------- Schedule I Controlled Substances ( www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/schedules  with substances} Substances in this schedule have

no currently accepted medical use in the United States, a lack of accepted safety for use under medical supervision, and a high

potential for abuse.  To be a Schedule 1 substance, it must (per oicialdom) meet these criteria. 1- No currently accepted medical use

in the United States 2- A lack of accepted safety for use under medical supervision 3. A high potential for abuse (generally addiction but

not exactly) So THC is not a Schedule 1 substance, yet there it is.

It demonstrates the difference between Reality and Mythland. In Reality it is not Schedule 1, but in Mythland they project it there. When

Dr. Ethan Russo was on CannabisNews.com all those years ago he said everything that binded with a cannabinoid receptor was

Schedule 1 which might have included the one in chocolate. It looks like with the farm bill only THC and THG remain.

Like THEY were wrong all those years before and no admittance of wrongness. The farm bill did allow all the 1ne cannabis products we

have today and he did a lot to ease the suffering, Merry Joy being the greatest medicinal plant on the planet. M would do well to tell

people of products available to the ease the suffering we now have and do some healing. This is needed to move toward Freedom of

Mind, for those that survive extermination.
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preston1953
Joined On 3/12/2008 10:34:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tod H. Mikuriya- en.wikipedia.org/.../Tod_H._Mikuriya   DR. TOD'S LIST - www.canna-centers.com/dr-tods-list   ----- I am reading

"A Brief Global History of the War on Cannabis" Prohibitionists around the world have long used rhetoric to associate the plant

with violence and depravity. thereader.mitpress.mit.edu/a-brief-global-history-of-the-war-on-cannab..   --- The Mercola software

for editing does not hold format so things look funny. ---- Peter is the son of Dr. Lester Grinspoon, the “Grandfather of Medical

Marijuana" from www.petergrinspoon.com/medical-cannabis  --- Online free version of Jack Herer's book, "The Emperor Wears

No Clothes" -- jackherer.com/emperor-3  ---"DEA awards Schedule II classi1cation to synthetic THC drug" at

www.thompsoncoburn.com/insights/blogs/tracking-cannabis/post/2017-04-0..  with all kinds of thoutherding.

Clear lie by ommission in "Schedule I drugs are de1ned as drugs with no currently accepted medical use and a high potential for

abuse" --- Marinol was 1rst pill company THC delta -9 product on Schedule 3. It is synthetic THC with the added bene1t of

Titanium dioxe which makes me think it is bad. How did we ever live with mayo without titanium dioxide. TO example of

sabotage slavery- turning good into bad --- American Tahini would rejected as crap from its origins -- from 1st paragraph "1the

DEA clari1ed in December 2016 that all cannabis extracts continue to be classi1ed as Schedule I, the same classi1cation as

heroin"-- https://drgabormate.com/  says all addition and pain.

- Merry Joy is barrier too addiction and escape from addiction. Those LTBs often invert the truth -- It is written in the DEAth

Charter to never give up-- National Institute of Addiction and Infectious Diseases is about pro1t for Monopoly Medicine-- Fauci

should be on trial for crimes against humanity for his prohibitional stand Usickmerich
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preston1953
Joined On 3/12/2008 10:34:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How does that song "Joy For the World" go. Do you remember someone many months back say he had two chips in his head.

One in the left ear and on inside the mouth an inch below the gumline? You should have a hint as to why now.

What is coming is a slave revolt and the beginning of The Reality Movement. The term "The Reality Movement" will endure on its

own. It cannot be anything else, but test as you please. Alan Watts said the ego is to keep you safe and tell you you are special.

I say the ego is to keep you safe and tell you, you are wonderful. It is not the belief that holds people, It is the fact that a person's

ego chose acceptance of the belief. I am wonderful.My tombstone remark came before I understood why, said remark being

eleven words: The hardest thing in life is to say I am wrong. I am not 1ne but I am still wonderful.

Most everybody is wonderful in their own minds with psycopaths and like being being different. The ego must like freedom.

Telling ego "freedom over is certain" cannot be ignored by ego. The obverse of the coin being "We will protect you." we accept the

protection racket.

Everytime the ego hears "I am free" it does the I did my job good dance. Tell them what they want to hear over and over might be

entrainment as CAF uses the word.  Blow them over with kindness: laughing grass their ass. I am good at bumpersticker talk.

I am good at BS remarks. The best ones right now derive from "Get Real" and "Join the wind stuff. "Like, dude. Get Real." "Are you

aware of The Wind, of the schedule one lie, We are being shot like Buffalo/dodo/carrier pigeons.

I can not emphazize enough to do creation on "Everything you have ever been told.." I am con1dent oicialdom has got the

message and they have fear.  For now things are about awareness and exposure.  There needs to be all kinds of declarations of

treason. WAR is shortest expression of idea.

"I declare WAR" shortest declaration of Treason.  As Clif High would say "Make sense?"
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preston1953
Joined On 3/12/2008 10:34:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope you can see I never typed this out. I like typing things I never have before. I had add this as DoT: I declare I am a slave. I

wish there was a therefore symbol on keyboard I, James Michael Preston declare I am a slave· Anybody got merch?I am

thankful I survived the day· I will now return to half-speed half the time.
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Israeli study shows 4th shot of COVID-19 vaccine less effective on Omicron JERUSALEM – A fourth shot of COVID-19 vaccine boosts

antibodies to even higher levels than the third jab but it is not enough to prevent Omicron infections, according to a preliminary study in

Israel. www.rappler.com/science/life-health/israeli-study-4th-covid-19-vaccine..  
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BeckMack
Joined On 9/3/2021 8:41:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Antibody levels wane in 30-90 days.. 5th booster after 3 months? When does it end? EU Health Agency admitted the more

boosters the more the innate immunity is damaged... What if it is damaged forever???
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BeckMack
Joined On 9/3/2021 8:41:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As predicted by some over 20 months ago, the magic "disappearance" of inRuenza in April 2020 all over the world, had to be followed by

its "resurrection", as soon as the RT-PCR test emergency authorization expired.  Yes, 99.9% were duped. Not me.

drive.google.com/1le/d/15_O4Ma36ka9BAIAf7P8mD8GxG1bUXbrF/view?usp=sha..  

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 7:01:48 AM
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well that's good news, I don't have to worry about the Ru,,,,,,,,, ha!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 7:09:50 AM
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This video shows the death percentages of the 9500 different batches of covid vaccines. Some batches have extremely high deaths,

and some have none. www.lewrockwell.com/2022/01/no_author/reiner-fuellmich-new-1ndings-en..  

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 6:55:27 AM
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let the suckers line up.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 1:21:51 AM
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

let's be orderly about this - don't jump the queue - wait your turn - we have enough for everyone -

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 1:46:40 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Australia has already purchased 14 doses of the COVID jabs for every person. This is meant to cover them for seven years, at

one dose every six months. Some people simply aren’t going to survive that kind of continuous and ever-increasing onslaught of

spike protein.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 2:50:04 AM
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond - why would the political masters in Australia do this ?? - a clue might be the cash kickback that corrupt politicians

receive for services rendered

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 3:03:35 AM
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yawn. We are being sold a deadly subscription con1dence trick, not helpful medical science, with very illegal state/corporate coercion

into deeper slavery, and censorship to hide reveals that this is a con1dence trick for deeper slavery. It looks like another variation of the

tired old Ponzi fraud, much like (oligarch) Capitalism is. I'm wary of any subscription system, for various reasons, including risks of

higher cumulative costs, lock-in, and provider complacency/laziness/greed/stagnation leading to declining quality.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 10:10:24 AM
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jjautomotivelockzoomtown
Joined On 12/31/2021 9:45:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And is this Dr. Boghuma Kabisen Titanji being paid by the rich people to make a statement like that?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 1:03:29 AM
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yup - she sounds like a Pharma agent hawking their goods - I'm sure she will be well "granted" for her assistance in this matter

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 1:20:56 AM
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grtunwshd
Joined On 10/23/2016 8:24:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

perhaps I have not read deeply enough here yet but I do want to be certain to not fall into the ‘base rate fallacy’ which will skew one's

perception of the situation. This link explains it well although it is not the most up to date statistics info.

ourworldindata.org/covid-deaths-by-vaccination  

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 9:18:35 AM
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buckleyrd
Joined On 11/27/2015 9:42:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi everyone! Coming to a town near you? Quietly and over some objections, a national digital vaccine card has emerged

www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/national-covid-vaccine-card-quietly-eme..  

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 9:46:21 AM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

for the Not usual Pet-Person  www.youtube.com/watch  ~ www.youtube.com/watch?v=NPtWC6nS4Gc&ab_channel=BradyBrandwood

 ~ https://youtu.be/9sI7WveN7vk  

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 9:30:57 PM
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doula.org
Joined On 1/4/2011 12:49:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like to see this post: "How to Overcome Addiction to Fear Psychiatrist reveals the best way to deal with family members who

have been brainwashed by the government, with an irrational fear of a virus with a 99%+ survival rate. Perhaps this is the best way to

stop the government and sinister corporations from robbing us of our freedoms." But when I click on "continue reading", this other post

comes up: "P1zer to Roll Out Omicron Shot in March". Have I missed the psychiatrist speaking about family fear mitigation? Michael

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 3:28:23 PM
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TerrySauve1
Joined On 12/13/2021 1:20:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can someone provide the research/study that shows greater chance of contracting OMICRON after 90 days.   The reference links to just

a story where someone is claiming it but I want to be able to point folks to the research--thanks!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 12:00:04 PM
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Sue275
Joined On 7/16/2021 3:03:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm posting this question everywhere in hopes someone will reply: Durvet brand Invermectin horse paste dosing  Could someone please

help me dose a 125 lb adult with active covid infection? We have used a pea size amount because we are uncertain. 8 days sick and

recommended supplements and nebulizer aren't working.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 9:05:56 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can phone the store where you bought it and they will know.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 10:42:56 AM
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Sue275
Joined On 7/16/2021 3:03:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@020202, no they wouldn't, that's illegal because i'm not a horse . Besides there are signs in shops advising against human use

which we all know is a lie! So no the shop won't help. If anyone has useful advice please let me know here. We are very sick,

saved the invermectin paste for last resort but are unsure about dose for 125 lb adult

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 11:19:58 AM
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What I found out was: DOSAGE: This syringe contains suicient paste to treat one 1250 lb horse at the recommended dose rate

of 91 mcg ivermectin per lb (200 mcg/kg) body weight. Each weight marking on the syringe plunger delivers enough paste to

treat 250 lb body weight.  Apparently, 91 mcg per lb is the right dosage. So for 125 lbs adult the dosage should be 11.375 mg.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 12:29:05 PM
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van2797
Joined On 3/15/2021 9:08:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know the answer, but I found some documents that you might like to check out. Please continue to research on the web. If

you need to determine your weight in kilograms, it is pounds divided by 2.2. In the following document, check out page 10-13 of

the following -- terryheroldt.1les.wordpress.com/2021/07/terry-herholdt-protcol-covid9..  Another site (Read the thread of

people's comments) -- outbreaknewstoday.com/ivermectin-is-highly-effective-as-a-safe-prophyl..   Interesting video here--

www.youtube.com/watch  
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nomogmo
Joined On 9/7/2010 2:08:22 PM
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I hope this goes through.... At 8 days, I think you should look into Dr. Levy and nebulizing hydrogen peroxide (Dr. Mercola advises

this too and has instructions are seen here: www.bitchute.com/.../yHlm8yfdsiqt  ) +++++++++ The following is from

americanpartisan,org.  The dosage conversion for the Durvet ivermectin horse paste is as follows. There is basically 4mg of

ivermectin per notch/serration in the tube.

Currently, the recommended doses are: 18mg per week for prevention of SARS-CoV-2 infection.. 24mg per day for 1ve days for

early treatment of COVID-19. NOTE: In the setting of poor clinical response, advanced disease, or obesity, higher doses should be

used (target 0.4–0.6 mg/kg) in the us of ivermectin as a treatment protocol. Regarding the Durvet ivermectin horse paste: If you

do the math, the tube contains 6.08 grams of paste or 6,080 milligrams.

The percentage of ivermectin in the gel is 1.87%. To derive the milligrams of ivermectin in a full tube you take 6080 x .0187 =

113.696 milligrams of ivermectin per tube. That is enough for a 1250 lb horse. The plunger stem has 28 serrations so when you

open a new tube and push the plunger stem up to the 1rst notch each notch thereafter will dispense 113.696 milligrams / 28 or

4.06 milligrams of ivermectin ( Just call each notch equal to an even 4 milligrams worth of ivermectin ).

Per the tube, a normal dose ratio for ivermectin is .2 milligrams per kilogram of body weight. So for prevention you would take

4.5 notches/serrations per week. For early treatment you would take 6 notches every day for 1ve days.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Im getting kinda tired of the omicron-delta-covod-Rucov and the rest of the babbling TrashTalk about 'Dem Nasty old Germies'

......yawn......  now coming soon to a bank just for YOU...  get ready for "Tokenization" ....kiss your cash bye-bye    

 www.youtube.com/watch  
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cetok01yahoo.com
Joined On 11/15/2020 7:26:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't understand why Dr. Mercola's protocol is in a format that I can't print out so that more people can use it to perhaps, uh, save a

life. Oh, wait,..it's about money, right? Sorry to trample on your right to make money, but I have a problem putting pro1ts over saving

lives. Isn't that what you're trying to do?
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BeckMack
Joined On 9/3/2021 8:41:17 AM
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You should click on PDF format in the top right corner of each post. Then you can print it in the nice pdf format. Yes, it's all about

money, just like the "panicdemic", or casedemic...
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van2797
Joined On 3/15/2021 9:08:47 AM
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i wrote down the supplements and dosage to take.
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jileha
Joined On 3/11/2018 10:40:59 AM
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Just to add the conclusion Dr M so conveniently left out from the Danish study quoted in the above article (reference 7): ”Our study

contributes to emerging evidence that BNT162b2 or mRNA-1273 primary vaccine protection against Omicron decreases quickly over

time with booster vaccination offering a signi1cant increase in protection. In light of the exponential rise in Omicron cases, these

1ndings highlight the need for massive rollout of vaccinations and booster vaccinations.”  The study stresses the importance of a

booster shot for omicron, just as all quali1ed US and European authorities do. They do not conclude that people might as well stay

unvaccinated. On the contrary: All hospital statistics show that the number of unvaccinated people in hospital and even more so in the

ICU vastly outnumber the number of vaccinates ones, plus the vaccinated tend to be old (80+) and/or have comorbidities.

Of the unvaccinated, on the other hand, even young and previously healthy people (including children) can end up with severe health

issues or die. So do what you always claim to do: Do your own research, don’t trust articles like this one, ”fact-checked” by an employee

or a person otherwise closely ailiated with Dr M (mercola.com email address). Read the entire sources Dr M cherry-picks his

arguments from, not just the fragments he wants you to see. Don’t let yourself be manipulated by anyone, including Dr M, don’t be the

gullible sheep yourself.

Look at both sides of the arguments, don’t rely on spoon-fed and highly selective information. And just consider the possibility that ”the

other side” might be the one with the relevant information, even if from your perspective this is only a very slim possibility. You are

currently putting blind faith in others - just what you always say one should avoid - and Dr M obviously counts on you not thinking for

yourself and reading/evaluating the sources thoroughly. Doubt is the beginning of wisdom.
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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jileha, I really wonder why you bother to come to this website.
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jileha, you've joined this site in 2018 obviously. It has taken you four years to work out people in these forums don't think for

themselves? Clearly, you don't see that none in these forums would willingly take the vaccine. They don't see it is necessary to

stave off Covid.

They also know that no vaccine can prevent a respiratory virus. So, what's your point about the booster? It's just irrelevant.  Dr M,

I am sure, has no use for highlighting anything that is irrelevant to the central theme, which is that vaccines aren't needed for this

virus since there are a number of very effective oral therapies, that they damage the human immune response and that the

current crop of vaccines are not vaccines in the original meaning of that term, but are gene manipulation therapies that can only

damage the human genome.

Dr. M is not the only one who has stated this with demonstrable reasons. Leading immunologists and the bio-scientists have said

the same.
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Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM
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You do realize that a hospital patient who is vaccinated is considered to be unvaccinated for oicial data purposes if less than 14

days have passed since their 1rst jab? I think it is more logical to assume that it is the Covid shot itself that put them in the

hospital.  It might also be quite convenient for the healthcare system to ensure people who are near their end of life remain

unvaccinated to twist statistics and add to the Covid related death total for their own ends. No, young and previously healthy

people do not end up with severe health issues or die from Covid- unless they were not healthy to begin with or the hospital

poisons them with toxic drugs and dehydrates them.

Ill people die with Omicron and not from Omicron. I guess no other dimension of health (including resistance to other infections

and long term health) other than Covid matters to someone like you. If the vaccine actually worked, which it does not, it might

make sense to protect the vulnerable, but to assault healthy children with this "so called" vaccine is pure evil. I am curious why

someone like you thinks narrow arti1cially induced vaccine (non) immunity to a single spike protein is a good thing as opposed

to the whole virus, which supposedly has up to 29 proteins?

Amino acids in the Omicron spike protein are also very different than the previous variants according to the CDC. Vaccine

induced "protection" does not appear to result in effective immunity or immune memory and completely bypasses the innate

immune system (unlike traditional vaccs). The mRNA vaccine bypassing the innate immune system and instucting one's own

cells to produce an antigen is a recipe for autoimmunity. Go read a basic book on biology or immunology and attempt to grasp

that the premise of the Covid mRNA vaccine de1es basic logic and science.

If you believe the shot protects you -then you are free to take as many boosters as you would like. Leave healthy children and

adults alone.
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Jileha, setting aside just so many other reasons, I will not take the v or the booster for one massive reason: FIVE people close to

me or close to my friends including my beloved Mother and Mother in Law ( 6 days apart) DIED within 21 days or less from the v.

from the following: heart attack ( myocarditis) and dvts, 4 strokes with NO past history of stroke or clotting problems. Main

stream media is thrilled to occasionally "mention" heart problems and clotting complaints from the shot, but that they are "minor"

and will be 1ne. They are NOT! My family is devastated and not from Covid which everyone survived early on...The "safe" shot

narrative is a lie.
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Thank you all for your replies. I would appreciate if you - instead of resorting to the usual constantly repeated talking points,

which are completely unrelated to my post - would state your position in regard to Dr M misrepresenting the content and

conclusion of a study he uses to support his arguments (anti-vax), when clearly the study does no such thing (strongly

recommends vaccine and booster). And this is not a one-time occurence, but his general modus operandi. Doesn’t that bother

you the least that you are being so openly manipulated by Dr M?

Do you really do your own research and follow up on discrepancies between what Dr M claims an article or a study says or

shows, or are you just accepting whatever he says because he tells you exactly what you want to hear (= con1rmation bias)? Do

your own research and start by actually reading the sources Dr M quotes. That’s not too much to ask, is it?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 11:53:59 AM
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Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just because Dr. Mercola doesn’t come to the conclusion that this study did ( that protection wanes rapidly and the solution is to

keep boostering up) doesn’t make him wrong. The point he was showing is that the “protection” from the shots goes away

quickly. He doesn’t have to tow the never-ending booster narrative to make you happy.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/18/2022 2:42:48 PM
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM
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jileha -- You are missing the bigger picture of what's going on. The bottom line is if you want mRNA to mutate your DNA and

nano-razors to cut your body in tiny pieces, and other toxins and junk that THEY still have not disclosed -- that's your prerogative.

But don't push mandates on what anyone should or should not inject into their or our family's or friends' bodies! Look at the

horror stories of vaxed people on this site from babies to elderly -- from a genocidal toxin obviously aimed to maim and kill,

because that's what it's doing. Bill Gates was worth somewhere around $54 billion before the Plannedemic, now worth over $129

billion, Fraudci is the highest paid government employee, in addition to the $20 billion funding he received (see Dr. David Martin

video).

That should give you a clue. If you are really intent on knowing, then start reading Bobby Kennedy, Jr's book 'The Real Anthony

Fauci', start watching the videos from Dr. Robert Malone who invented the mRNA technology but was misused by greater

interest, videos by Dr. McCullough, etc. Study what the Davos Forum is planning for you and your family. Good People of Earth

Unite!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/19/2022 3:44:17 AM
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM
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Well Jileha, I think I already answered your second post with my 1rst post, posted before your second post. The booster may be

required to provide some protection if you wish to jump on the vaccine/booster treadmill, a treadmill that is bound to go faster

and faster (to the point that at least one authority has commented that we cannot be producing boosters every three months to

vaccinate the whole world population - it's not practical). But this is entirely irrelevant to Dr. M's purpose, which is to re-con1rm

what your quoted paper says i.e., the vaccines don't work. A vaccine is supposed to confer immunity, not for three months, not

for six months, but for at least an year to be viable from both a producer and consumer standpoint.

The vaccines don't work, period, because the virus mutates too fast, perhaps BECAUSE OF THE VACCINE (i.e., "immune escape").

Protecting and enhancing the functioning of your immune system does. Speaking for myself, I wouldn't in the least be interested

if Dr. M would have highlighted the conclusion that the booster confers protection. I am not interested in a brief period of

protection.

There are members in my family who now have had Covid twice (Omicron included), and they got rid of this virus without

vaccines (which don't give you all time protection anyway, and I don't think the paper implies this either with regard to the

booster) and within a few days too, thanks to proven therapies. I myself developed an infection, which I rid myself of in a matter

of hours, thanks to the info in Dr M's newsletter releases. I don't know if it was Covid or something else, and I don't care to know.

If I know how to protect myself against all-comers in my respiratory system, then that's all that really matters to me.

I would suggest you read Dr M's article again and my 1rst post, suspending your hang up with the part of the paper that he did

not include, which is only of academic interest.
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AKBricker
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"If you are receiving this message, there is no need to worry. Your account has not been blocked or disabled. However, you may need to

clear your cookies to continue." So I did EXACTLY what you suggested. Mind you - of the HUNDREDS of websites I visit, Mercola.com is

the ONLY one that asks this of me· MOREOVER, after I "cleared my cookies," I get a prompt saying my account has been "banned."

Some thanks I get after investing in your supplements· Please· By all means· Send me an email, explaining yourself· Or simply

respond to this (possibly my last?) comment· If you want to ban THIS account, then that is your prerogative· I'm giving serious

consideration to unsubscribing anyway.
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You’ve been investing in Mercola supplements but you just joined today. Righhht!
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM
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Johman0 - he probably had to make a new account because he was blocked. I 1gured that would be obvious.
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